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PREFACE

BEFORE GOING INTO THE SUBJECT OF THIS WORK, I SHOULD LIKE TO CORRECT AN ERRONEOUS IMPRESSION THAT HAS REACHED ME FROM THE ATLANTIC COAST.

IN "CUT AND RESTORED ROPE MANIPULATION" I SAW FIT TO CRITICIZE THE ETHICS EMPLOYED BY THE TARBELL SYSTEM IN MARKETING THE TARBELL COURSE. MANY PEOPLE HAVE MISUNDERSTOOD THAT TO MEAN A PERSONAL REFLECTION ON DR. TARBELL. WITHOUT DEVIATING FROM MY ORIGINAL VIEWS, AS PREVIOUSLY EXPRESSED, PLEASE BE ASSURED THAT THERE WAS NO PERSONAL REFLECTION ON DR. TARBELL, OR ENMITY INTENDED. I HAVE ADMIRE DR. TARBELL AND HIS WORK FOR A LONG TIME. MY OPINION OF THE TARBELL COURSE IS THAT IT IS THE GREATEST INDIVIDUAL WORK ON MAGIC. ANYONE SERIOUSLY INTERESTED IN MAGIC, WHO DOES NOT POSSESS IT, IS DEPRIVING HIMSELF OF ONE OF MAGIC'S GREATEST TOOLS.

I MIGHT SAY IN THE SAME CONNECTION THAT IN SPITE OF THE FACT THAT I CRITICIZED C. F. GRANT'S ROPE METHODS, THERE WAS NO PERSONAL ENMITY INVOLVED. AND NEITHER DID I MEAN THAT I DID NOT LIKE OTHER EFFECTS OF HIS OWN ORIGINATION. QUITE TO THE CONTRARY.

AND AGAIN, WHAT I MIGHT LIKE YOU MIGHT NOT LIKE — AND SO ON. PERSONAL VIEWS ARE NOT ALWAYS CONCLUSIVE. THIS IS NOT AN APOLOGY, FOR AN APOLOGY IS NOT NECESSARY. IT IS SIMPLY AN EXPLANATION OF FACTS THAT I HAD THOUGHT WERE WELL UNDERSTOOD.

FROM WHAT SOME OF THE CRITICS HAVE HAD TO SAY ABOUT "CUT AND RESTORED ROPE MANIPULATION" AND "JUMBO CARD MANIPULATION" YOU PROBABLY THINK I TRAVEL ABOUT WITH A BLACK MASK AND A CANNON — OR A CUTLASS IN MY TEETH.

I ASSURE YOU I HAVEN'T FOUND THAT NECESSARY YET. PERHAPS I SHALL HAVE TO DO SO FOR PERSONAL PROTECTION.

YOU MAY RECALL THAT I DIDN'T CLAIM AS MY OWN INVENTION ANYTHING THAT APPEARED IN THE ROPE BOOK. SOME OF THE THINGS IN THE JUMBO CARD BOOK I DID CLAIM.

HONESTLY, I DID THINK I HAD DEVISED SOME OF IT MYSELF. BUT IT DOESN'T MATTER MUCH WHETHER I DID OR NOT.

NOW I WANT TO ASSURE YOU THAT MY AGE IS SLIGHTLY OVER THIRTY. THEY SAY THE LINKING RING TRICK IS SEVERAL HUNDRED YEARS OLD. I DID NOT INVENT THE LINKING RING TRICK! THAT IS THAT.
BUT I KNOW YOUR INTERESTS ARE NOT IN THIS SORT OF THING.
BEFORE WE GET INTO THE SUBJECT I SHOULD LIKE TO CAUTION YOU
TO GUARD THE SECRETS TO BE REVEALED TO YOU SHORTLY. THEY ARE
VALUABLE. I KNOW YOU WILL FIND THEM EFFECTIVE AND EXCLUSIVE.

DARIEL FITZKEE

[Signature]

CORRECTION

THROUGH AN ERROR IN EDITING THERE IS SOME CONFUSION IN THE
REFERENCES TO THE FIGURES. On page ten you will find a reference
to Fig. 5 in connection with the wrist count. The figure to con-
sult in this case should be Fig. 6 and from there on refer to one
figure higher than the text indicates until you reach Fig. 17.
The manuscript is correct from Fig. 17 on.
LINKING RING MANIPULATION

By DARIEL FitzerEE

Whether you do it or not, whether you ever consider doing it — like it or not, as you please — the Linking Rings have been, are and will be — possibly forever — one of the greatest magical effects in the entire realm of mystery presentation.

I believe that the contribution I have here will to a marked degree strengthen the effect remarkably.

Practically every toy trick box now has a Linking Ring Set. Few there are among the performers who are not familiar — at least to a certain degree — with this effect.

It is my guess, from personal observation, that certain of the basic moves herein will cause the ring effect to baffle anew thousands, even from among the adept.

If there are the Master Methods, the Super-Secrets, the closely guarded mysteries of the initiate, — of which we hear all too frequently — here is one to be numbered among them. Let them publish their explanations and charts of the ring trick. Let them demonstrate it on street corners, or store windows! Take your old ring set, add the new devices, and moves, ask, beg, defy or threaten them to explain your ring trick, and they will fail.

Because — note this: — because this is manipulation, intricate and involved. No man, unless a close student — and close students are not to be feared — can possibly follow the routine and understand it's secrets.

Again I am writing on a manipulative effect. As I did before with the rope trick, I am going to cover the ground completely again. Never before has there been explained the multitude of deceptive moves contained herein. Some are old ones — a condition demanded by a complete manuscript. Many are new ones — the reason for this manuscript's being.

I have refrained from discussing the making of the various figures, as that is very well covered in Namreh's "Lincoln Rings." Personally, I have preferred to treat the ring trick as a straight mystery of matter penetrating matter. In my own presentation I do not do any of the figures at all.

I do not want to reflect on Namreh's excellent "Lincoln Rings" in saying this. I have long been an admirer of this work, and the
INTELLIGENT IDEAS OF MR. WEBER. BUT NAMREH'S WORK PRIMARILY COVERS THE MAKING OF THE VARIOUS FIGURES, AS I POINTED OUT BEFORE, WHILE THIS ONE DISCUSSES NOTHING BUT THE PURELY MAGICAL EFFECT OF LINKING AND UNLINKING.

JUST AS IT IS QUITE POSSIBLE THAT SEVERAL OF THE MOVES IN THE JUMBO BOOK HAD BEEN PREVIOUSLY USED BY OTHERS, ALTHOUGH APPARENTLY ORIGINAL WITH MYSELF, IT IS ALSO QUITE POSSIBLE THAT SOME OF THE MOVES I CLAIM HEREIN MAY HAVE BEEN USED BY SOMEONE ELSE. BUT THE MOVES I CLAIM, YOU MAY BE SURE, I GENUINELY BELIEVE TO BE MY OWN. BECAUSE I DO NOT THINK THE ORIGINATORS OF THE MOVES ARE THE IMPORTANT MATTERS ANYWAY.

THE CHINESE GAVE US THE LINKING RINGS. I THINK THERE IS NO BETTER WAY OF STARTING AN EXPOSITION OF ADVANCED METHODS OF PERFORMING THE EFFECT THAN TO QUOTE THE CHINESE.

CONFUCIUS HAS SAID: "WHEN A MAN HAS BEEN HELPED AROUND ONE CORNER OF A SQUARE, AND CANNOT MANAGE BY HIMSELF TO GET AROUND THE OTHER THREE, HE IS UNWORTHY OF FURTHER ASSISTANCE."

SUPPOSE WE ASSUME THIS BOOK TO BE THE ASSISTANCE AROUND THE FIRST CORNER ---

THE OLD ROUTINE

EIGHT, TEN OR TWELVE RINGS WERE USED, INCLUDING THE KEY, SET OF THREE AND SET OF TWO. THE REST WERE SINGLES.


ONE BY ONE THE SINGLES ARE PASSED OUT FOR INSPECTION, THE MANIPULATOR CALLING ATTENTION TO THE SOLIDNESS OF THE MATERIAL.

THE LAST OF THE SINGLE RINGS IS HANDED TO ONE OF THE SPECTATORS ALREADY IN POSSESSION OF ONE RING.

"WOULD YOU MIND RUBBING THOSE TOGETHER?" - NO, NO: I DO NOT MEAN SO VIOLENTLY.

PERFORMER TAKES THE SET OF TWO FROM ARM, HOLDING THEM TOGETHER
"I mean easily, gently — like this." Blowing gently on the metal, the performer apparently links his rings. He shows them to the first spectator, then hands them to another spectator who holds a single.

Again this spectator is requested to hook his ring to the two already linked. Again the magician demonstrates how easy it is.

This leaves the key still on the arm.

Taking back another of the single rings, the performer links it with the key.

Then he goes around collecting all of the rings.

From here on the routine is largely a matter of forming chains and figures, accompanied with the loud and strenuous clashing and jangling of the rings.

The routine culminates with the final collection of all rings on the key, whereupon they are made to apparently fall singly to the floor.

There is a masterpiece, and although it has been called difficult to do, I cannot agree. True there is a certain degree of confident aggressiveness necessary to properly present it. Yet, few have guessed at the bold deceptions it contains.

Even today, with miniature sets included in all children’s trick boxes, it is a deceptive masterpiece in the proper hands.

The weakest point is the one ring, the key, held back. Obviously the first improvement should be along the lines of gaining possession of the key after the rings have been inspected.

Methods of gaining possession of concealed key ring

The box method

I believe this method was brought out in a recent contest in the Sphinx. In this case there is a box with a ledge inside close to the bottom.

The solid set is brought out of the box and shown, whereupon they are momentarily laid back in the box and the key brought out along with the others. (See Fig. 2)

The Japanese basket

Similar to the box method, yet entirely different, this idea was published in the Sphinx, Feb. 1922.
Here the key ring is wired in the top. The solid rings are brought out as before, and when replaced the lid is dropped on the basket. The key is released and allowed to fall on the other rings.

The Newspaper

Conceal the key between sheets of a folded newspaper. Lay the rings on the paper which may be on a table or chair. In picking up the set, the fingers grasp key and slip it out with other rings. A handkerchief, or any other flat covering may be utilized in this way.

The Table

The key ring may be concealed in a slide beneath the table top. It may be regained in a manner similar to that employed by the newspaper method.

The Handkerchief

Cover the key with a handkerchief on a chair or table. The other rings are laid on top and the handkerchief pulled up through the center of the other rings, thereby indetectably adding the key ring.

Other Concealments

Hang the key on the back of a chair, or the back of an assistant, or behind a large silk on a stand. Chautauqua performers frequently hang the key between the boards on the platform, supporting it with a short piece of wire. Something is dropped to the floor and picked up with the hand containing the other rings. It is an easy matter to add the key.

Body Concealment

 Probably it will not be disputed that the best method of concealment is on the body.

Some performers hang the key on a clip at the center of the back, under the coat. Any number of pretexts may be used to get the rings at the back.

Others hang the key on a clip, or over a pencil beneath the left side of the coat. Reaching to replace a handkerchief used for wiping off the rings, the rings are allowed to slide down the arm, during which process the key is added to the arm and concealed by the others.
THE SPHINX CONTEST DISCLOSED A METHOD OF CONCEALING THE KEY BENEATH THE FRONT OF THE VEST AND I BELIEVE A PRIZE WAS AWARDED, ALTHOUGH THIS METHOD WAS EXPLAINED IN NAMREH'S MANUSCRIPT. I DO NOT FIND THIS METHOD AS PRACTICAL AS IT SOUNDS, WHICH I FIND HAS BEEN THE EXPERIENCE OF OTHER PERFORMERS.

MY OWN PREFERENCE IS TO SUSPEND THE RING ON THE RIGHT SIDE ATTACHED TO A CLIP WHICH IS AFFIXED TO THE VEST. (SEE FIG. 3) THE RING IS HUNG WITH THE OPENING DOWN, SO THAT THE BOTTOM OF THE RING IS A COUPLE OF INCHES ABOVE THE BOTTOM OF THE COAT. I LOCATE THIS KEY JUST SO IT HANGS AT THE FLAT SPOT OF THE HIP, JUST A LITTLE TO THE REAR OF THE SIDE.

TO REGAIN THE KEY I HOLD THE RINGS AS PER FIGURE "FOUR" AND IN THE ACT OF REACHING FOR SOME OF THE RINGS AS YET UNCOLLECTED, I ALLOW MY FINGERS TO GO AROUND THE BOTTOM OF THE COAT AND PULL OUT THE KEY.

IF THE OPENING IS DOWN IT WILL FALL JUST INSIDE THE HAND AND BE CONCEALED.

I USE THIS MOVE RIGHT DOWN IN THE HEART OF THE AUDIENCE, AND HAVE NEVER HAD ANYONE EVEN SUSPECT IT.

BUT TO GET TO THE IMPROVED METHOD, THIS IS MY OWN COMPLETE ROUTINE. IT HAS COMPLETELY MYSTIFIED ACCOMPLISHED PERFORMERS OF THE RINGS, MANY WELL-GROUNDED PERFORMERS HAVE PRONOUNCED IT THE FINEST ROUTINE THEY HAVE EVER SEEN. I SAY THIS WITH PRIDE BECAUSE I SPENT A LOT OF TIME IN STUDY AND IN DEVELOPING THE MOVES. I WANT TO INSTILL THE CONFIDENCE I FEEL THAT IT IS ONE OF THE REALLY GREAT METHODS.

TRUE, ALL OF THE MOVES ARE NOT ORIGINAL, BUT THE ROUTINE AND MANY OF THE MOVES ARE SOLELY MY OWN.

THE ORIENTAL RINGS

WHAT YOU SEE

PERFORMER COUNTS EIGHT RINGS, TURNING THEM IN HIS HAND ONE BY ONE. THEN HE COUNTS THEM ONE BY ONE, DROPPING THEM IN THE LEFT
Hand. - But no! Wait! He counts them again, picking them up - one by one - hands wide apart. There are exactly eight.

He explains that they link and unlink themselves one by one, for no reason at all, suiting the action to the words.

Picking up a ring he strikes it through another. He strikes another through. He forms them into chains and going down into the audience tears them apart one by one and in sections and passes all of the rings out, calling attention to the fact that his hands are empty. All eight rings are in sight and being inspected.

Several of the rings are gathered and the spectators are told to hold them up edgewise, whereupon the performer has a spot pointed out on one of the rings he holds. He strikes his ring against those held by the spectators and the ring visibly penetrates at the indicated spot. One by one the rings are collected in this manner.

Yet suddenly, unaccountably, they seem to separate themselves. A chain of three rings is examined and a spectator picks out one of the rings - usually the center - and it is immediately removed and all three rings handed for examination.

The spectator is asked to separate the two links remaining from the chain originally taken apart. He is unable to do so, yet the performer easily separates them and hands them back.

One ring is placed on the arm and hung on the shoulder. Another is taken in the hand. The upper ring drops and attaches itself to the ring in the hand.

Then one ring is started at the top of a chain and drops down to the bottom link by link. Again! Slowly!

If you have been watching the rings, and counting them, you know there are only eight!

Another ring is started at the bottom and runs up through all of the rings, attaching itself to the top. Then it runs right through all of them and goes to the bottom. Magic? Yes!

One ring is placed on the left arm. A chain of three is held between the two hands. The ring jumps from link to link and off onto the right arm.

All of the rings tangle into a hopeless snarl. Yet suddenly they separate.

They are counted!

One - two - three - four - five - six - seven - eight! Each
RING IS PICKED UP SINGLY AND SEPARATED FROM THE OTHERS WITH THE HANDS WIDE APART.

THE SUPERIORITY OF THE METHOD IS MANIFEST. THE OLD SET MUST BE OUT OF THE QUESTION BECAUSE THE RINGS ARE COUNTED SINGLY. HE STARTS LINKING THEM BEFORE THEY ARE HANDED OUT. THEN ALL OF THEM ARE EXAMINED. A PREVIOUSLY EXAMINED CHAIN IS SEPARATED AND THE RINGS HANDED RIGHT BACK!

HE LINKS THE RINGS WHILE THEY ARE HELD BY THE SPECTATORS, AND CAUSES THE METAL TO PENETRATE VISIBLY AT A SELECTED SPOT. THE RINGS RUN UP AND DOWN AND THROUGH EACH OTHER. THEY START IN ONE HAND, JUMP FROM LINK TO LINK AND OFF ON THE OTHER ARM.

THE APPARATUS

A CHAIN OF THREE, A CHAIN OF TWO, A REGULAR SINGLE, A SMALL RING, AND AN EXTRA LARGE RING, A KEY RING AND A CLIP.

THE SMALL RING IS JUST SMALL ENOUGH TO SLIP FREELY THROUGH THE COLLECTED RINGS, BUT OTHERWISE IT IS IDENTICAL WITH THE REGULAR.

HAVE THE LARGE RING LARGE ENOUGH TO SLIP EASILY OVER THE REGULAR RINGS.

ANY OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF KEY RINGS MAY BE USED, BUT I PREFER THE ONE WITH A HALF-INCH OPENING.

USE EITHER THE EIGHT OR TWELVE INCH RINGS. FOR OBVIOUS REASONS THE TWELVE IS BEST, ALTHOUGH THE EIGHTS WILL SERVE ADMIRABLY.

PREPARATION

SECURE THE KEY RING SLIGHTLY TO THE REAR OF THE LEFT SIDE. IT SHOULD HANG SO THAT THE OPENING IS DOWNWARD, AND ABOUT TWO INCHES ABOVE THE BOTTOM OF THE COAT.

FASTEN THE CLIP TO THE VEST, NOT THE COAT, AS IT WILL PULL ON THE COAT AND CAUSE SUSPICIOUS WRINKLES. (SEE FIG. 3)

NOW PUT THE RINGS OVER THE LEFT ARM IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER: LARGE RING NEAREST BODY, CHAIN OF THREE, CHAIN OF TWO, SMALL RING, AND REGULAR SINGLE. (SEE FIG 5)
THE RINGS ARE TAKEN NATURALLY IN THE RIGHT HAND IN THIS ORDER.

CAUTION: THE LARGE RING WILL HAVE A TENDENCY TO GET OUT OF PLACE, AND THE SMALL RING ALSO WILL INCLINE TO SLIDE INSIDE OF THE OTHERS. THE ONLY THING REQUIRING PARTICULAR CARE IS IN KEEPING THESE RINGS IN PLACE.

THE PRESENTATION

THE WRIST COUNT

THROW THE RINGS SO THAT THEY REST ON THE RIGHT WRIST AS PER FIGURE 5. COUNT THEM ONE BY ONE BY TURNING THEM FORWARD AND OVER, LETTING THEM HANG FROM THE HAND AS COUNTED.

"THE LINKING RING EFFECT IS COMMONLY CREDITED TO THE CHINESE. IT IS TRUE THAT THE CHINESE INVENTED IT, BUT NO CHINESE MAGICIAN EVER DISCLOSED THE TRUE OPERATION."

"THE METHOD OF PERFORMING THE RING TRICK WAS DEVISED BY OCCIDENTALS, NOT CHINESE, AFTER WITNESSING THE MYSTERY IN THE HANDS OF THE ORIENTAL ADEPTS."

"TO MY KNOWLEDGE, THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THE TRUE CHINESE METHOD HAS BEEN PERFORMED IN AMERICA. IT WAS TAUGHT TO ME BY AN AGED CHINESE MAGICIAN."

"LIKE THE OCCIDENTALS, THE CHINESE USE EIGHT RINGS."

COUNT THEM ONE BY ONE FROM THE WRIST OVER THE HAND, BY MEANS OF THE METHOD PREVIOUSLY EXPLAINED.

"TO MAKE SURE THAT THERE IS NO MISTAKE, I WILL COUNT THEM AGAIN:"

THE DROP COUNT

DROP INTO THE LEFT HAND.

"Each ring was separate, and like the Eight Heavens of Happiness, without beginning or end."

THE SINGLE RING COUNT

HERE WE START ON THE FINEST MOVES I KNOW OF: IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW, ADVANCED RING PRESENTATION:

"ONE:" THE SINGLE REGULAR RING IS TAKEN FROM THE LEFT BY THE RIGHT HAND AND HELD UP TO VIEW, BOTH HANDS FAR APART. (SEE FIGURE 3)

"TWO:" RETAINING THE FIRST RING: IN THE RIGHT HAND THE SMALL RING IS PICKED UP OUT OF THE LEFT AND HELD WITH THE OTHER SINGLE. (SEE FIGURE 8)

"THREE:" THIS TIME IN PICKING UP THE CHAIN OF TWO, THE SMALL RING IS ALLOWED TO SLIP INSIDE THE DOUBLE CHAIN AND BACK ONTO THE LEFT FINGERS. (SEE FIGURES 9 AND 10)

THE THREE RINGS, NOW THE REGULAR SINGLE AND THE DOUBLE CHAIN, ARE HELD UP TO VIEW. (SEE FIGURE 11)

AN EXCHANGE

"THE RINGS ARE SOLID STEEL." WITH A MODERATELY WIDE SWEET OF THE RIGHT HAND CLASH THE THREE IN THE RIGHT HAND AGAINST THOSE REMAINING IN THE LEFT HAND. DO THIS TWO OR THREE TIMES, THE LAST RELEASING THOSE IN THE RIGHT, BUT IMMEDIATELY, DURING THE SWEET THE RIGHT FINGERS SLIP INTO THE STAGGERED LOOP FORMED BY THE TRIPLE

CHAIN (SEE FIGURE 13) AND IMMEDIATELY AND WITHOUT PAUSE THEY ARE CARRIED AWAY. DO THIS WITH DEXTERITY, DECISION AND SMOOTHNESS AND YOU HAVE MADE AN ABSOLUTELY INDETECTABLE SWITCH. THIS IS A SLEIGHT THAT CAN BE UTILIZED CONSTANTLY. ALLOW THE TRIPLE CHAIN TO SLIDE DOWN THE RIGHT ARM. THE SMALL RING IS IMMEDIATELY PUSHED FORWARD IN SIDE THE RINGS NEWLY ADDED UNTIL IT IS EITHER FIRST OR SECOND FROM THE FRONT. IT DOESN'T MATTER MUCH WHICH IT IS.
Then go through the previous count, as when you counted the first three. Thus you have indetectably and subtly shown each ring to be single convincingly, and at the same time you have disposed of the two chains.

Finish the count. "Four. Five." Slip the small ring and take the double. "Six" and showing the two remaining singles, the large and small, count, "Seven. Eight."

Don't worry about them noticing the difference in size of the two rings. But hold them apart.

Allow the small ring to slip beneath those in the left hand, or on the arm. Slip the rings to the fingers of the right hand and take them in the left. But take them from behind, as in sketch (see Figure 14) so that the order from outside will be the large, the double chain and the regular single.

A Namrehi solid ring move

Pick up the first four rings, the double, the large and the regular single. Hold them as per (Figure 16).

"Four rings." Count them by throwing them over the hand, as in the first count. Then exhibit them like (Figure 17).

Take the double in the right hand and the two singles in the other. I think this particular move is Namrehi's. Hit them together and while doing this hold them together momentarily. With the left fingers seize one of the singles and at the same time release one of the doubles. The right fingers take the released double. Pull on them. They are apparently linked.

THROW THE TOP LINK OF THE DOUBLE OVER THE RIGHT ARM, LETTING THE CHAIN HANG DOWN. DROP ONE OF THE SINGLES IN FRONT OF IT.

THE CLASH LINK

IN THE MEANTIME, ALLOW THE RINGS IN THE LEFT TO SLIDE INTO THE LEFT HAND. BE SURE THE CHAIN OF THREE IS IN FRONT. WHILE TALKING, APPARENTLY ABSENT-MINDEDLY, CRASH THE REMAINING RING IN THE RIGHT HAND DOWN ON THOSE IN THE LEFT. (FIGURE 17) ACTUALLY, STRIKE THIS RING BETWEEN THE FIRST TWO RINGS OF THE TRIPLE CHAIN, LETTING THE FRONT LINK OF THE CHAIN DROP, MEANWHILE TURNING THE HAND OVER. (SEE FIGURE 18B)

TO THE SPECTATORS YOU HAVE DRIVEN THIS RING CLEAR THROUGH ANOTHER RING. AGAIN TURN THE LEFT HAND PALM UPWARDS. TAKE THE OTHER SINGLE IN THE RIGHT AND AGAIN STRIKE IT DOWN IN A MANNER SIMILAR TO THE PREVIOUS ONE. REPEAT THE MOVE OF STRIKING BETWEEN THE LINKS.

YOU HAVE A SINGLE RING ALREADY HANGING IN FRONT OF THE CHAIN. THE LEFT THUMB PRESSES AGAINST THIS RING DURING THE ACTION OF TURNING
over the hand. The other ring of the chain falls out from beneath it. (See Figure 19)

Take one of the singles in the right hand, allowing the double chain to slide down into that hand and at the same time seize the bottom of the triple chain in the same hand. The rings are held as in (Figure 20) as you start to walk into the audience.

Keep struggling with the rings as if trying to pull them apart. Just as you reach the first spectator, separate the triple and double, handing them out for examination. Hand the others out also, but in widely separated sections of the audience. Be sure to remember where you have left the large ring.

Do not collect the large ring. Leave it with the audience for the time being.

KEY STEAL

Pick up the singles, holding them as in Figure 4. As you reach out with the left to get the triple or double chain, let the
RIGHT FINGERS GO BENEATH THE COAT AND SEIZE THE KEY. TURN IMMEDIATELY AND REACH FOR THE OTHER CHAIN AND UNDER COVER OF THE TURN, AND THE RINGS IN THE RIGHT HAND, PULL THE KEY OUT.

NEVER WORRY ABOUT GETTING THIS LEAD, AS IT IS ABSOLUTELY INDETECTABLE IF YOU ARE CAREFUL NOT TO DO ANY PRELIMINARY FMMLING AT THE EDGE OF THE COAT. IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO FUMBLE, AS THE RING IS RIGHT THERE WAITING FOR YOU, IF YOU HAVE PLACED IT RIGHT.

LAURANT'S CLASH

WE NOW COME TO A MOVE INVENTED, I UNDERSTAND, BY EUGENE LAURANT. I THINK IT IS ONE OF THE FINEST MOVES EVER DEVISED WITH THE RINGS, AND PROBABLY THE MOST DECEIVING OF ALL.

![Figure 21](image1)

ANGLES TO THE BODY.

ASK ONE OF THE SPECTATORS TO POINT OUT A SPOT ON YOUR RING, THE KEY, AT WHICH THEY WANT TO SEE THE PENETRATION. YOU ARE HOLDING THE KEY FLAT IN FRONT OF YOU, WITH THE LEFT HAND COVERING THE OPENING.

AS:IN (FIGURE 22) PUT YOUR RIGHT INDEX FINGER ON THE SPOT.

SHOW THE RING TO ALL.

CALLING ATTENTION TO WHAT YOU ARE ABOUT TO DO, BRING THE KEY RING DOWN SMARTLY ON THE UPPER EDGE OF ONE OF THE RINGS HELD BY THE SPECTATOR. (FIGURES 23 AND 24) HOLD THE KEY AT AN ANGLE OF ABOUT 45 DEGREES AT THE TIME OF THE IMPACT, THE HOLE IN THE KEY
BEING AT THE UPPER END.

THE FORCE OF THE IMPACT WILL DRIVE THE SPECTATORS RING TO YOUR LEFT AND INTO THE OPENING OF THE KEY. IT WILL SPRING BACK IN PLACE IMMEDIATELY. DO NOT MAKE ANY SIDEWAYS MOVEMENT WHATSOEVER WITH THE KEY. IT WILL NOT BE NECESSARY. THE ENTIRE ILLUSION WILL BE LOST IF A SIDEWAYS MOVEMENT IS MADE.

IF THIS MOVE IS MADE WITH A STRIKING MOTION STRAIGHT DOWN, WITH THE KEY HELD AT A 45 DEGREE ANGLE, IT WILL LOOK LIKE THE RING PENETRATED VISIBLY AT THE INDICATED SPOT. KEEPING THE SPECTATOR'S RING LINKED THROW IT OVER THE LEFT HAND, AND REPEAT THE PERFORMANCE WITH THE OTHER SPECTATOR. THROW THIS RING OVER THE RIGHT ARM. CLEARLY SHOW THE RINGS TO THE AUDIENCE.
Transfer the opening of the key to the right hand and let the linked rings hang down. Bring the two rings up from beneath, folding them over in front of the key. But actually push them both through the opening of the key.

They are now separate. Gently pull them apart. Show them plainly separated.

In the meantime the two chains have been hanging extended from the left arm. Take the two singles in the second, third and fourth fingers of the right, keeping the key between the thumb and fore-finger.

**Triple Chain Substitution**

The two chains have been slid into the left hand, the chain of two in front. Reach into the left hand and in the act slip the key through the top of the double chain. Hook the left first finger over the key, and hold the double with the second and third fingers. (Figure 25)

With the least amount of hesitation possible continue the right hand over and down, seizing the triple chain at the juncture of the top and second rings. (Figure 26) Boldly take the triple in the right, allowing the top ring of the chain to fall down at the side of the second finger. It falls and you have a chain of three. (Figure 27)
Throw the folded triple over the right arm. It should look like (Figure 28) apparently you have taken the chain of two from the left, leaving the previously examined set of three.

To remove the center from the triple chain

Call attention to the fact that you have the chain of three that was examined previously. Ask some one to select which ring shall be removed from the chain. They will eventually pick the center ring, at which, of course, you feign much embarrassment.

![Diagram of hand positions for removing center ring](image)

**Figure 29**

Fold up and through.

![Diagram of hand positions](image)

**Figure 30**

But eventually you grasp the second ring, holding the key with the chain of two hanging down. Fold this top ring of the double chain up against and through the key. (Figure 29) Then fold the bottom ring of the double chain up in front of the other two. Take all three rings at the bottom in the right hand and turn it over as in Figure 30. Thus slowly pull the freed key ring away from the others with the left hand. (Figure 31)

Knock the key against the double set and let one of the rings drop. Forthwith hand the double chain out again, and immediately reach over with the left and take the rings from the right arm, linking the key in a single ring in the act.

Hold the rings in the left hand, with the linked key and single on the little finger. Take back the doubles with the right hand and knock them, held together, against those in left hand, making the switch as explained before. This leaves the...
KEY AND SINGLE IN THE HAND. PERMIT THE SINGLE TO FALL TO THE BOTTOM OF THE KEY.

THEN UNLINK THEM.

THE SHOULDER DROP

THROW ALL RINGS EXCEPT THE SINGLE AND THE KEY OVER THE RIGHT ARM AND PLACE THE SINGLE OVER THE LEFT ARM, CARRYING IT UP TO THE SHOULDER OVER WHICH IT HANGS. PLACE THE KEY IN THE LEFT HAND WITH THE OPENING BEHIND THE HEEL OF THE WRIST.

ALLOW THE SINGLE RING TO DROP ALONG THE ARM. IT WILL ALWAYS LINK ITSELF INTO THE KEY.

SEPARATE THEM, KEY IN THE LEFT AND THE SINGLE IN THE RIGHT.

WITH THE KEY IN THE LEFT GRASP THE CHAIN OF THREE, LINKING THE KEY IN THE TOP AND PULL THE NEWLY FORMED CHAIN OF FOUR OFF OF THE ARM. ALLOW REST OF RINGS TO SLIP UP RIGHT ARM.

THE CASCADE

GRASP BOTTOM OF CHAIN OF THREE IN RIGHT HAND, AND HOLDING THE FOUR RINGS AS IN (FIGURE 32) MOVE HANDS AND THE RINGS THEREIN TOWARDS AND PAST EACH OTHER. THIS GIVES THE APPEARANCE OF THE RINGS PENETRATING ONE WITHIN THE OTHER.

JACOB'S LADDER

MORALS IMPROVED LADDER


RELEASE THE TOP RING AND SLIGHTLY RELEASE THE PRESSURE OF THE WRIST. IT WILL APPARENTLY TWIST AND FALL FROM LINK TO LINK. THE ILLUSION CREATED IS SOMETHING SIMILAR TO THE OLD HINDOO PRAYER CHAIN.

THE HILLIARD IDEA

NOW, SUDDENLY REALIZE THERE IS ONE RING AS YET UNCOLLECTED. THIS IS THE LARGE RING. HAVE IT RETURNED. TRANSFER THE CHAIN OF FOUR TO THE LEFT HAND WITH THE KEY AT TOP. TAKE THE LARGE RING IN THE RIGHT HAND AND START CLASHING IT AGAINST THE BOTTOM OF THE CHAIN. SUDDENLY ALLOW IT TO SLIP OVER THE BOTTOM RING AND SWEEP IT UP OVER ALL OF THE RINGS, TWISTING THE CHAIN VIOLENTLY AS YOU DO SO.

WHEN THE RING REACHES THE TOP, LINK IT IN THE KEY AND ALLOW IT TO HANG.

THE MELTING RINGS

HOLDING TO THE KEY WITH THE LEFT, PICK UP THE BOTTOM OF THE CHAIN AND RUN IT THROUGH THE LARGE RING AND PULL THE ENTIRE CHAIN THROUGH.

AGAIN IT WILL LOOK AS IF THE RING IS PENETRATING RING AFTER RING.

THE KEY IS STILL HELD IN THE LEFT.

UNLINK THE LARGE RING AND PULL IT DOWN OVER THE CHAIN AND OFF.

FROM ARM TO ARM

PUT THE LARGE RING ON THE LEFT ARM. HOLD THE KEY IN THE LEFT HAND; THE TRIPLE STILL LINKED IN IT, AND THE BOTTOM OF THE TRIPLE IN THE RIGHT HAND. (SEE FIGURE 33)

Sweep the hands from right to left and allow large ring to slip over the chain and jump from link to link and off onto the right arm. Marvelous!

Then rapidly collect all of the rings on the key, twisting them and jangling them loudly, as you fairly shout your words. Work them up to a veritable fury. But suddenly disengage the key and
TOSS THE RINGS APPARENTLY LOOSELY AND CARELESSLY ONTO THE FLOOR.

ANOTHER COUNT IDEA

I CANNOT LEAVE THE SUBJECT OF THE COUNT WITHOUT GIVING YOU ANOTHER VARIATION OF MY COUNT PRINCIPLE.

![Top View](image)

**Fig. 33**

INSTEAD OF ONE SMALL RING I OCCASIONALLY USE TWO. I ARRANGE THE RINGS AS IN MY FIRST METHOD EXCEPT THAT I SUBSTITUTE THE ADDITIONAL SMALL RING BETWEEN THE CHAIN OF TWO AND THREE.

THIS IDEA ELIMINATES THE NECESSITY OF MAKING THE SWITCH OF THE CHAIN OF TWO FOR THE TRIPLE.

COUNT THE FIRST THREE AS BEFORE, SLIPPING THE SMALL RING THROUGH THE DOUBLE. TAKE OFF THE DOUBLE CHAIN, AND SLIP THIS WITH THE SINGLE UP THE RIGHT ARM.

THIS LEAVES YOU WITH TWO SMALL RINGS AHEAD OF THE TRIPLE.

COUNT THE FIRST SMALL, "FOUR;" THE SECOND SMALL, "FIVE." THEN SLIP BOTH SMALL RINGS THROUGH THE TRIPLE, TAKING OFF THE TRIPLE ONLY.

HOLDING UP THE TRIPLE COUNT "SIX."

THEN GO ON AS IN FIRST COUNT:

THIS IS MUCH BETTER THAN THE FIRST METHOD. WHY I DO NOT USE IT ALL OF THE TIME I CANNOT SAY.

VARIATION

LOCKING KEY RING MANIPULATION

THE ABOVE IS THE ROUTINE AS I HAVE USED IT FOR THE PAST SEVERAL MONTHS.

RECENTLY, HOWEVER, I HAVE BEEN USING A CONCEALED KEY RING. THIS RING GIVES THE APPEARANCE OF A SOLID UNBROKEN RING, EXCEPT THAT INSTEAD OF A GAP, I HAVE LAPPED THE OPENING, BEVELLING THE ENDS SO
THAT THEY LAY AGAINST EACH OTHER AT THE SAME DIAMETER AS THE RING STOCK. (FIGURE 34)


TO UNLINK THEM I SIMPLY TWIST THEM APART. NO CONCEALMENT IS NECESSARY.


I ELIMINATE ONLY THE MOVE WHERE THE RING DROPS FROM THE SHOULDER. THIS I HAVEN'T BEEN ABLE TO SOLVE AS YET.

THE CHAIN OF TWO WITH THE TRIPLE AND THE KEY MAKE A FINE CHAIN OF SIX. THE KEY BEING INVISIBLE, I MAKE NO ATTEMPT TO COVER IT. ALL OF THE LARGE RING MOVES ARE MADE WITH THE CHAIN OF SIX. SOMETIMES ALSO, I RUN THE CHAIN OF SIX TWICE THROUGH THE LARGE ONE, OR RATHER, I MEAN, I RUN THE CHAIN THROUGH DOUBLED OVER. IT IS SURPRISING WHAT AN INTRICATE MESS THE RINGS PRESENT WHEN THEY ARE COMPLICATED IN THIS WAY.

THE FINAL COUNT

HAVING DISENGAGED THE RINGS FROM THE KEY, GET THEM IN THE LEFT HAND IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER FROM THE SIDE NEAREST THE THUMB AS YOU HOLD THE RINGS PALM UPWARDS: KEY, TRIPLE CHAIN, LARGE, DOUBLE CHAIN, SMALL AND REGULAR.

TO COUNT THE NINE AS EIGHT, START AS IN THE BEGINNING. REGULAR RING, "ONE"; SMALL, "TWO"; SLIPPING SMALL THROUGH DOUBLE CHAIN AND TAKING OFF DOUBLE, "THREE."

WITH A SWEEP OF THE HAND TOSS THE RINGS ACROSS THE STAGE FLOOR, SCATTERING THEM AS THEY SLIDE.

A DOUBLE RING MOVE

HAND TWO OF THE SINGLE RINGS TO A SPECTATOR, AND ABSENT-MINDEDLY, ONE TO ANOTHER ASK THEM IF THEY CAN LINK THE TWO TOGETHER. TAKE THE SINGLE FROM THE SECOND SPECTATOR, APPARENTLY NOTICING FOR THE FIRST TIME THAT HE ONLY HAS ONE. MEANWHILE YOU ARE TALKING TO THE FIRST SPECTATOR. PICK ANOTHER RING FROM THOSE IN THE LEFT HAND, AND LINK THEM.

THERE ARE TWO GOOD IDEAS FOR THIS — BOTH NEW. THE FIRST INVOLVES THE USE OF THE SMALL RING — AN ORIGINAL MOVE, I BELIEVE. THE SECOND SPECTATOR GETS THE SMALL RING. YOU TAKE IT BACK AND IN REACHING FOR THE OTHER FROM AMONG THOSE ON THE HAND — THE DOUBLE IS, OF COURSE, IN FRONT — SLIP THE SMALL ONE THROUGH THE DOUBLE WHICH HAS BEEN WORKED FORWARD A LITTLE BY THE LEFT FINGERS, AND TAKE OFF THE DOUBLE.

IN HIS EXCELLENT BOOK, "FOR MAGICIAN'S ONLY," CHAS. WALLER DESCRIBES A MOVE TO ACCOMPLISH A SIMILAR EFFECT.


NAMREH'S SOLO LINKING

NO BOOK ON THE RING EFFECT CAN BE COMPLETE WITHOUT INCLUDING THE METHOD OF SOLO LINKING WHICH APPEARS IN NAMREH'S "LINCOLN RINGS."

TAKE THE KEY IN THE RIGHT HAND AND A SINGLE IN THE LEFT. HOLD THEM FLAT TOWARDS THE AUDIENCE. THE RIGHT FOREFINGER IS EXTENDED STRAIGHT OUT, COVERING THE KEYHOLE. (FIGURE 35) THE SINGLE RING IS BROUGHT UP BEHIND THE KEY, BOTH HANDS TWISTING DOWNWARDS AND TOWARDS EACH OTHER. (FIGURE 36)

WHEN THE SINGLE RING COMES TO THE KEYHOLE, LEFT PRESSING IT FORWARD, IT WILL SLIP THROUGH AGAINST FOREFINGER. THE RIGHT FORE-
Finger will allow it to slip through. At this juncture the hands begin twisting away from each other and the rings are linked. Do this with a show, smooth movement and the linking cannot be seen.

Reverse the movement to separate the links.

The "knockout" finish

Recently I have been working on a finish for the routine outlined above, which I believe to be the final touch needed. If you will recall, after taking back the large ring,

there are nine rings in the set; instead of eight.

Have four small rings on table at the right covered by a silk handkerchief. Lay the double and triple on top of the handkerchief, encircling the four small rings. Pick up the silk handkerchief and wipe off those in the hands. The number of rings on the table will never be noticed in the short interval of time allowed.

Lay silk back on table. Just as the rings are screened by the handkerchief, reach behind it with the right hand and pick up the four small rings, allowing the handkerchief to fall on and cover the two chains.

All of your rings are now singles.

Pick up the rings one by one and apparently link them one inside the other. Get them all on the key, and twist and knead them into a hopeless-looking snarl. Suddenly unlink them.

Then! Slowly throw them one by one, counting aloud as you do so, tossing them each in a different place on the stage. Finally hold up the key as you triumphantly say, "eight."

Or

Make the same switch while moving a chair forward, dropping the chains into a pocket on the back and picking up the singles from a hook above it.

Or

Use a table with a fairly deep drape, or a drape with the corner 
HANGING DOWN IN FRONT AND BACK. PUT A SMALL NAIL ON THE BACK OF 
THE TABLE AND SUSPEND THE FOUR SINGLES ON IT. LAY DOWN THE CHAINS 
AS BEFORE AND PICK UP THE HANDKERCHIEF. WIPE OFF THE RINGS AND LAY 
HANDKERCHIEF BACK ON TOP OF CHAINS. APPARENTLY TAKE RINGS FROM 
TABLE TOP, BUT ACTUALLY TAKE THOSE ON THE BACK. 

OTHER METHODS OF EXCHANGE WILL SUGGEST THEMSELVES; THE MOST 
NATURAL, AND ORDINARY, OF COURSE, WILL BE THE BEST.

TWO MOVES BY LOYD ENOCHS

THE CHAIN OF THREE IS LINKED IN THE KEY. HOLD IN THE RIGHT 
HAND WITH THE KEY AT THE TOP OF THE CHAIN. REACH DOWN WITH THE 

RIGHT

LEFT

Fig 37

Fig 38

LEFT AND PICK OFF THE BOTTOM OF THE 
TRIPLE CHAIN. LINK IT IN THE KEY 
LIKE (FIGURE 37) SO THAT THE BOTTOM 
AND TOP RINGS OF THE TRIPLE CHAIN ARE 
HANGING PARALLEL, WITH THE BOTTOM RING HANGING INSIDE OF THEM.

GRASP THE TWO RINGS, (FIGURE 33) IN THE LEFT HAND, AND RE-
TAINING THE KEY IN RIGHT, REACH DOWN AND TAKE BOTTOM RING IN RIGHT 
WITH KEY.

RELEASE THE LEFT HAND AND SPIN THE RINGS. (FIGURE 39) THE 
KEY AND RING JUST PICKED UP ARE IN RIGHT HAND SUPPORTING THEM. 
JERK THE HANDS APART AND SHOW THAT THE RINGS ARE GENUINELY LINKED.

THE RINGS ARE SO HELD THAT THE KEY IS NEAREST THE BODY. 
DURING THE JERKING UNLINK THE KEY FROM THE OUTER MOST RING IN THE 
LEFT HAND, BUT HOLD ON TO THE SOLID PAIR IN THE LEFT AND THE KEY 
AND SOLID RING IN THE RIGHT.

JERK THE RINGS AGAIN. APPARENTLY NO CHANGE HAS TAKEN PLACE.
Then release rings from left again, and spin them as fast as you can.

While the bottom pair are spinning, release the solid, or outermost, ring with fingers of right, but retaining key. Apparently the ring will falteringly and hesitatingly penetrate down through to the bottom of the chain.

Second move by Enoch.

The business in this move is the same as that before, up until the key has been unlinked from one of those in the left.

Here you hold them parallel with the floor. (Figure 40) Release the right solid ring. Let it swing down and sway to and fro for a moment. Then release the innermost ring in the left hand. The effect will be similar to (Figure 41) after dropping the right ring, and (Figure 42) after dropping the left ring, if properly done.
THE SECRET OF DOING IT PROPERLY, HOWEVER, RESTS IN GETTING THE BOTTOM RING WITH THE RIGHT HAND WHILE THE KEY IS RETAINED IN THE RIGHT. DO NOT MAKE ANY TWISTS OR TURNS. SIMPLY TAKE THE DOUBLE RINGS IN THE LEFT AND HOLD THE RINGS WHILE THE RIGHT, WITH KEY, DROPS DOWN AND GETS THE EXTRA SINGLE AT THE BOTTOM.

FIG. 42.

LITERATURE ON THE LINKING RINGS

BEFORE LEAVING THE SUBJECT, I SHOULD LIKE TO CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO WHAT I KNOW TO HAVE BEEN WRITTEN PREVIOUSLY ON THIS SUBJECT.

"THE LINCOLN RINGS" BY NAMREL (HERMAN N. WEBER). A SPLENDID TREATISE ON THE EFFECT AND UNTIL THIS ONE THE ONLY MANUSCRIPT DEALING EXHAUSTIVELY WITH THE SUBJECT. PARTICULAR Emphasis IS PLACED ON THE MAKING OF THE FIGURES. I UNDERSTAND THAT THIS MANUSCRIPT IS NOW OUT OF PRINT AND WILL NOT BE REISSUED, ACCORDING TO THE AUTHOR'S PRESENT INTENTION.

THE TARBEll COURSE GIVES EUGENE LAURANT'S SPLENDID ROUTINE COMPLETELY.

"FOR MAGICIAN'S ONLY" BY CHAS. WALLER. A BEAUTIFUL ORIGINAL STORY-PRESENTATION BY ONE OF THE MOST ORIGINAL MEN IN THE ENTIRE WORLD OF MAGIC. THERE ARE ALSO SOME NEW MOVES EXPLAINED.

DIGRESSING, FOR THE MOMENT, I SHOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO THANK MR. WALLER FOR THE MANY EXCELLENT THINGS HE HAS WRITTEN, AND THE PLEASURE IT HAS BEEN TO ME TO READ AND GLORY IN HIS EXCELLENT IDEAS. I THINK CHAS. WALLER IS THE GREATEST WRITER MAGIC HAS EVER HAD.

"THE MODERN CONJUROR" BY C. LANG NEILL HAS A PRESENTATION USING THE OLD METHOD.

"MODERN MAGIC" ALSO GOES INTO THE OLD METHODS RATHER COMPLETELY.
"Secrets of Magic" by Blackstone gives a modern method of performing the rings.

"The Sphinx" carried a contest in the amateur department, then under the guidance of the ingenious Wright and Larsen combination, some several months ago.

Numerous other contributions have appeared in various of the magazines from time to time, mostly with individual moves.
HAVE YOU READ
"CUT & RESTORED ROPE MANIPULATION"

By Dariel Fitzkee

THIS IS THE GREATEST WORK ON ALL METHODS OF ACCOMPLISHING A SINGLE EFFECT THAT HAS EVER BEEN ISSUED. EVERY KNOWN SLEIGHT, FAKE, DOGGED OR SUBTERFUGE IS COMPLETELY EXPLAINED AND THE OPERATION DETAILED.

ILLUSTRATED BY ACCOMPLISHED ARTISTS; EVERY MOVE IS CLEARLY EXPLAINED.

THE CUT AND RESTORED ROPE EFFECT IS CERTAINLY ONE OF THE STRONGEST IN THE WHOLE REALM OF MAGIC AND "CUT AND RESTORED ROPE MANIPULATION" IS THE ONLY WAY TO BUILD IT UP AS IT DESERVES.

FROM US, OR THE DEALER WHO SUPPLIED THIS BOOK ....... PRICE $2.50

JUMBO CARDS! JUMBO CARDS!
HOW OFTEN HAVE YOU WISHED YOUR PET CARD EFFECTS COULD BE PRESENTED SO ALL COULD SEE DO THEM WITH JUMBOS

JUMBO CARD MANIPULATION

By Dariel Fitzkee

THE ONLY BOOK GIVING A COMPLETE GROUND-WORK IN HANDLING JUMBOS.

ALL FLOURISHES, SLEIGHTS, PASSES AND IDEAS. HUNDREDS OF SMALL CARD EFFECTS ARE NOW MADE POSSIBLE WITH LARGE CARDS. MANY NEW IDEAS FOR WORKING UP YOUR OWN EFFECTS.

GET A PACK OF JUMBOS AND A COPY OF "JUMBO CARD MANIPULATION" TODAY FROM US, OR THE DEALER WHO SUPPLIED THIS BOOK ....... PRICE $2.00

NEW AND IMPROVED CARD PROBLEMS

By Arthur Glickley

THIRTY FINE EFFECTS, EXPLAINED BY ONE OF THE REALLY GREAT CARD EXPERTS.

A NEW THIRTY CARD MYSTERY
TRANSPOSITION EXTRAORDINARY
CARD AND ENVELOPE
INDETECTO
SYMPATHY IN CHOICE
CARDS AND POCKETS
FOUR ACES
A CARD FROM TEN
CLAP CARDS
TWENTY CARDS IN TRANSIT (IMPROVED)
A TRIPLE CLIMAX
THE BURGLAR
X-RAY
STABBING TEN CHOSEN CARDS? BLINDFOLDED
THE MYSTIC PAPER SLIPS

SPELL IT
SEPARATION
CARD AND CIGARETTE
CARDS MYSTERIO
CARD UNDER FOOT
THE SYMPATHETIC CARDS
CARD UNDER HAT
IS THE CARD YOU THOUGHT OF THERE
YOUR CARD AT ANY NUMBER
RED OR BLACK
TWELVE CARDS TO POCKET
PSYCHIC PHOTOGRAPHY
STABBING BETWEEN THE CHOSEN CARDS
FROM OUT OF POCKET

SYSTEM

PRICE $2.50

ALL PUBLISHED BY THE AMERICAN STUDIOS 1060 FOLSOM ST SAN FRANCISCO